Medical Laboratory Science, B.S.

The Carver College of Medicine partners with various programs to offer the major in medical laboratory science. The programs are fully accredited by the National Accrediting Agency for Clinical Laboratory Sciences. All graduates are eligible for national certification examinations in medical laboratory science.

Undergraduate study in medical laboratory science is guided by the academic rules and procedures outlined in the Carver College of Medicine section of the Catalog. Because the Carver College of Medicine partners with affiliated programs for the medical laboratory science major, students are not held to the University of Iowa in-residence requirement.

Affiliated Programs

• Allen College: partnership effective until June 2023
  (Students are no longer being accepted into the Allen College MLS program as part of an active affiliation agreement with the University of Iowa.)
• Mercy College of Health Sciences

Expenses

Students are responsible for all tuition, textbooks, and other associated expenses during their time in this program.